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Chip PC – Company Brief 

 

Chip PC Technologies drives innovation into reality as a global technology leader in developing and 

marketing managed thin client solutions for the Cloud.  

Headquartered in Israel with offices across Europe and the US, Chip PC Technologies focuses 

innovative thin client solutions covering the complete spectrum from smart user thin client devices to 

Active-Directory-based management software. 

Targeted at solving the thorny problems of management, security, reliability, maintenance and costs of 

thin client computers, the company’s technology constructs a ground-up solution of innovative clients 

orchestrated by intelligent management of users and devices, scalable to tens of thousands of clients. 

Technological leadership is further leveraged by the company’s strong bond with its Premier Partners, 

Microsoft, Citrix and VMware. Chip PC thin clients are aimed at replacing power-hungry PCs 

susceptible to data loss, viruses and other security threats with compact, energy-saver devices 

offering plug & play operability with complete remote management, monitoring and configuration.  

Leading the way to Computing with a Conscience, Chip PC Technologies enables companies to adopt 

greener computing practices by offering highly environmental friendly devices with nearly zero power 

consumption of 3W at full work mode! 

Among Chip PC customers are leading organizations worldwide. Large, global companies, such as 

Wal-Mart, FedEx and German Financial Administration have deployed tens of thousands of units 

following a careful selective process highlighting Chip PC products' manageability and security 

aspects. Chip PC Technologies customers reach is global, featuring a strong channel of valued added 

partners worldwide. The company’s customer base is constantly growing, including thousands of 

leading companies in Healthcare, Banking, Retail and Government - to name a few strategic verticals, 

in which we deliver compelling return on investment. 

Chip PC Technologies has been selected by Deloitte as one of Israel’s fastest growing technology 

companies with its income growing more than 250% in the past few years. 
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Products Portfolio: 

Jack PC® - just 2 inches/5cm wide - is an innovative patented 

technology of a Power-over-Ethernet computer embedded inside the 

network port. Offering an attractive alternative to PCs it highlights 

manageability, top security and substantial cost savings.  

��

Xtreme PC® - is a miniature thin client computer offering top 

security and performance. Xtreme PC ranges from cost-effective to 

enterprise models, including DVI video supporting multi-displays, 

Wide Screens and high resolutions. For high-security markets, such 

as Defense, Government and Finance, the Xtreme PC series include 

fiber-optic-network models and integrated PKI smart card readers. 

��

Plug PC® - The Plug PC from Chip PC ushers in a new era 

that will take the virtual desktop and thin client beyond the 

familiar desktop experience to the superior, featuring on-

board multimedia acceleration and Thinx Linux based 

operating system.  

 

EX PC - Intel® Atom® -based compact device offering strong 

performance and flexibility for Windows Embedded Standard 7 

computer. Being the most secure, modular, and manageable Thin 

Client, it offers VDI/VDM/VMView support and connectivity to any 

type of popular Microsoft, Citrix, VMware or Legacy server. 

��

��

Xcalibur Global® - Xcalibur Global presents a single-point, end-to-end solution that combines policy-

based management with VDI connection brokering, session shadowing and SMS integration. It offers 

fault tolerance, speed and ease of use while fulfilling the requirements of scalable environments 

supporting tens of thousands of clients and users. 
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Selected Customers Worldwide:  

 


